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Introduction

• Dysfunctionality of  Dublin regime in Ireland in recent years – (NB the Article 17 
debacle; see eg NVU v Refugee Appeals Tribunal [2020] IESC 46)

• Impact of  Brexit – Dublin transfers no longer available in respect of  transfers to 
United Kingdom 

• Ireland’s response has been to amend the scope of  the inadmissibility procedure 
and the introduction of  a new return order procedure 



Inadmissible applications pre-Brexit

• Section 21(2) of  the IPA 2015 as originally enacted contained two categories 

of  inadmissible application:

(a) another Member State had granted refugee status or subsidiary protection 

status to the person;

(b) a country other than a Member State was a first country of  asylum for the 

person.



Inadmissible applications pre-Brexit 

• First country of  asylum was defined in section 21(15) as a country where the 

person

(a) (i) has been recognised …as a refugee and can still avail himself  or herself  

of  that protection, or

(ii) otherwise enjoys sufficient protection in that country, including benefiting 

from the principle of  non-refoulement, and

(b) will be re-admitted to that country.



Inadmissible applications pre-Brexit 

• Inadmissibility procedure under the original provisions: if  IPO of  opinion that application 
is inadmissible, he or she made a recommendation to the Minister that the application be 
determined to be inadmissible (subs.(3))

• Written notice of  recommendation including reasons required (subs.(4))

• Right to appeal to IPAT (subs.(6)), but papers-only appeal (subs.(7))

• IPAT could either affirm or set aside the recommendation of  the IPO (subs.(9))

• If  IPO recommendation not appealed, or if  IPAT affirmed recommendation, Minister 
“shall determine the application to be inadmissible” (subs.(11))

• Effect of  determination – terminated examination of  application, no requirement to 
prepare section 39 report (subs.(13))



Inadmissible applications pre-Brexit 

• Consequence of  finding of  inadmissible application – only option was the 

section 3 process

• MAH v Minister for Justice [2020] IEHC 302 - More than two and a half  

years between submission of  humanitarian representations and decision to 

make deportation order, during which applicant was excluded from direct 

provision, and without permission to work



Inadmissible applications pre-Brexit 

• High Court held that Minister failed to consider whether COI rebutted the 
presumption that an individual’s fundamental rights will be upheld in a particular 
member state because that member state is subject to the laws and standards of  the 
EU; also failed to properly consider applicant’s employment prospects as qualified 
doctor 

• Burns J quashed the deportation order and commented (at para.36):

“As a concluding remark, it seems to me that the founding architects of  the 
system of  international protection which is in place in Europe today, would be of  
the view that we, as a people, have badly failed the applicant in this case.”



Inadmissible applications – post Brexit

• Section 21(2) of  the 2015 Act as amended by the Withdrawal of  the United 
Kingdom from the European Union (Consequential Provisions) Act 2020 has a new 
category of  inadmissible application, namely where:

(c) the person arrived in the State from a safe third country that is, in 
accordance with subsection (17), a safe country for the person.”

• S.I. No. 725/2020 - International Protection Act 2015 (Safe Third Country) Order 
2020 designated United Kingdom of  Great Britain and Northern Ireland as a safe 
third country for the purposes of  the International Protection Act 2015 (in effect 
from 11pm on 31 December 2020)



Inadmissible applications – post-Brexit 

• Section 72A of  2015 Act (inserted by section 122 of  the 2020 Act) sets out criteria for 
designation of  safe third countries – a person seeking to be recognised as a refugee will be 
treated in accordance with the following principles in that country:

(a) life and liberty are not threatened on account of  race, religion, nationality, membership of  a 
particular social group or political opinion,

(b) the principle of  non-refoulement in accordance with the Geneva Convention is respected,

(c) the prohibition of  removal, in violation of  the right to freedom from torture and cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment, as required by international law, is respected, and

(d) the possibility exists to request refugee status and, if  found to be a refugee, to receive 
protection in accordance with the Geneva Convention.



Inadmissible applications post-Brexit 

• Definition of  safe third country in section 21(17):

“(17) For the purposes of  this section, a safe third country is a safe country for a 
person if  he or she—

(a) having regard to the matters referred to in subsection (18), has a sufficient 
connection with the country concerned on the basis of  which it is reasonable for 
him or her to return there,

(b) will not be subjected in the country concerned to the death penalty, torture or 
other inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, and

(c) will be re-admitted to the country concerned.”



Inadmissible applications post-Brexit

• Section 20(18) as inserted by the 2020 Act provides:

“For the purposes of  subsection (17)(a), the matters to which regard shall be had include (but are not limited to) 
the following:

(a) the period the person concerned has spent, whether lawfully or unlawfully, in the country concerned;

(b) any relationship between the person concerned and persons in the country concerned, including nationals 
and residents of  that country and family members seeking to be recognised in that country as refugees;

(c) the presence in the country concerned of  any family members, relatives or other family relations of  the 
person concerned;

(d) the nature and extent of  any cultural connections between the person concerned and the country 
concerned.”



Inadmissible applications post-Brexit

• New section 50A of  the 2015 Act inserted by section 120 of  the 2020 Act sets out 
the prohibition of  refoulement in respect of  an application for international 
protection determined under section 21 to be inadmissible

• Section 50A(1) sets out the prohibition on refoulement in general terms 

• Section 50A(2) requires the Minister to have regard to relevant information 
submitted by the person in forming his/her opinion in respect of  refoulement 



Inadmissible applications post-Brexit 

• Section 50A(3) provides that where a person becomes aware of  a change of  
circumstance that would be relevant to the Minister’s opinion under section 
50A, he or she shall inform the Minister forthwith of  that change 

• Section 50A(4) provides that where a person would be subject of  a return 
order but for the operation of  the prohibition of  refoulement shall be 
deemed to have made an application for international protection in 
accordance with section 15 



Inadmissible applications post-Brexit 

• Section 50A(5) provides that where the Minister forms the opinion that the 

prohibition of  refoulement applies to a person, he/she shall send the person 

concerned a notice in writing of  the effect of  section 50A(4), inviting the 

person to complete an application form under section 15(5) 



Return orders

• Section 51A of  the 2015 Act (as inserted by section 121 of  the 2020 Act) 

provides that the Minister shall make a return order in respect of  a person 

whose application has been deemed inadmissible (non-discretionary?)

• The power to make a return order is subject to the prohibition on 

refoulement in section 50A (section 51A(1))



Return orders

• Section 51A(2) provides the return order may return the person

(a) To the Member State that granted refugee status/SP

(b) The first country of  asylum for that person

(c) The safe third country that is a safe country for that person 

• Notification of  the making of  a return order is required to the person and 

their legal representative (if  known) (Section 51A(3))



Return orders

• Notification of  the making of  a return order must be in a language the 

person is reasonably supposed to understand if  the person is not legally 

represented and legal assistance is not available (section 51A(4))

• Return order shall be in the form prescribed (section 51A(5)) (see S.I. No. 

726/2020 - International Protection Act 2015 (Return Order) Regulations 

2020)



Return orders 

• Section 51B of  the 2015 Act (as inserted by section 120 of  the 2020 Act) 

deals with procedural aspects of  the return of  a person subject of  return 

order

• Reporting requirements

• Surrender of  passport/co-operate with obtaining passport or travel docs 

• Residence requirements 



Return orders

• Power of  arrest and detention for up to 7 days of  person subject of  return order –
section 51B(4) where an immigration officer or a member of  the Garda Síochána 
considers that there is a significant risk of  the person absconding

• Factors to be considered in determining risk of  absconding:

(a) Misrepresentation or omission of  facts in relation to identity, whether or not by the 
use of  false documents;

(b) Failure to comply with reporting requirements, surrender of  passport/co-operation 
with securing travel docs, residence requirements



Return orders

(c) failure to co-operate with arrangements for return;

(d) whether the person has explicitly expressed an intention not to comply with 

arrangements for his or her return;

(e) previous failure to comply with the law of  the State, or of  another state, 

relating to the entry or presence of  foreign nationals



Return orders

• Period of  validity of  return orders dealt with in section 51C of  the 2015 Act 
(as inserted by section 120 of  the 2020 Act) 

• Generally return orders valid for 6 months from the date notification of  the order is 
sent (section 51C(2))

• This can be extended up to a maximum 12 months from the date notification is sent 
where the person absconds (section 51C(3))

• If  the person brings judicial review proceedings in respect of  the return order, and HC 
grants injunctive relief, validity extends to 6 months from the final determination of  the 
court (including any appeal) (section 51C(4))



Return orders 

• If  a return order expires without the person having been returned, the 

person is deemed to have made an application for international protection in 

the State pursuant to section 15 of  the 2015 Act 



Inadmissible applications and reception 

conditions 

• SI No.230/2018 Reception Conditions Regulations 2018 – applicants are entitled to 

access material reception conditions 

• Is a person in the admissibility procedure an applicant?

• IPO position at present is that once initial recommendation of  inadmissibility made, 

no longer an applicant and therefore no longer entitled to reception conditions 



Inadmissible applications and reception 

conditions  

• It is arguable that this approach is contrary to the plain and literal meaning of  the 
revised inadmissibility procedure in the 2015 Act as amended

• IPO makes recommendation; IPAT affirms or sets aside recommendation; but the 
determination of  inadmissibility is expressly vested only in the Minister by section 
21(11)

• R (Adam, Limbuela & Tesema) v SSHD [2005] UKHL 66



Conclusions

• New inadmissibility procedure in respect of  the UK as a safe third country is much narrower 
than the previous Dublin procedures

• Some concern about procedure for assessment of  refoulement and lack of  discretionary power 
to take account of  any humanitarian circumstances 

• Designation of  UK as safe third country needs to be kept under review in light of  proposed 
asylum reforms 

• Limitation of  access to reception conditions for applicants potentially unlawful 


